Meadowmat
Traditional Seed Mix
Product Order Code

SEED-MEAD-TRAD

Available from

Harrowden Turf Ltd, Colpmans Farm, Islip,
Northamptonshire, NN14 3LT

Standard Size

Available in various quantities.
Sowing Rate 5g/m².

Growth
Harrowden Turf Traditional Meadowmat Seed Mix is a blend of 3 slow
growing grasses and 31 native wildflowers typically found in an old
fashioned hay meadow. Many of the species are perennial which
means they will flower every year if the conditions are suitable. The
specially selected grasses ensure coverage all year round.
Typical Seed Mixture*
20% Slow Growing Grasses: Slender Creeping Red Fescue,
Sheep’s Fescue, Crested Dogs Tail
80% Native Wildflowers: Autumn Hawkbit, Betony, Birdsfoot Trefoil,
Bladder Campion, Catsear, Common Knapweed, Common Sorrel,
Common St Johns Wort, Common Toadflax, Common Vetch, Cowslip,
Daisy, Field Scabious, Lady's Bedstraw, Meadow Buttercup
Meadow Cranesbill, Meadowsweet, Musk Mallow, Ragged Robin,
Red Campion, Red Clover, Ribwort Plantain, Rough Hawkbit,
Salad Burnet, Selfheal, Tufted Vetch, White Campion, Wild Carrot,
Wild Marjoram, Yarrow, Yellow Rattle
Uses

Biodiverse landscaping schemes.
Low maintenance areas.

Our Traditional
Meadowmat Seed gives
you a colourful mix of
grasses and flowers to
recreate the wildflower
meadows of yesteryear.
Features
Biodiverse and pollinator-friendly
providing a valuable source of
nectar and food for many species
of insects and birds
A mixture of grasses and
wildflowers for year round interest.
Environmentally friendly requiring
no fertilisers or pesticides.
Low maintenance – does not
require regular mowing
Prefers a neutral pH but can
tolerate acidic or alkaline soils for best results this product
requires installation on a low
nutrient soil.

Commercial landscaping.
Urban areas and parks.
Domestic gardens.
Flowering Time

Flowers from March to November (dependant
on local weather conditions) peak flowering is
from June to September.

*When grown the actual percentage of each species contained may vary due to environmental factors. Harrowden Turf makes every effort
to ensure wildflower products are free from weeds seeds, however due to the natural way in which these seeds are collected we cannot
guarantee they are 100% weed free on delivery. It is unlikely that you will see every species that is listed. The variation of species present
has been developed to suit a wide variety of soils and environmental conditions. This will result in a wildflower area that will adapt to
individual settings which may mean some species are more successful than others. Contains annual bi-annual and perennial species.
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